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Ohio Power Siting Board 
180 E. Broad St.
Columbus, OH 43215

Karla Kauffman
6492 Twp Rd 192
West Liberty Ohio 43357
937-844-7628

Dear Power Siting Board members,

Several Logan County residents who support solar Installations have gathered signatures of other 
Logan County residents who also support solar. This petition is addressed to the Logan County 
Commissioners, but we are aware that the Power Siting Board will make the final decision to 
approve or deny the solar installations. We are submitting the petitions to both the Logan 
County Commissioners and the Power Siting Board today. You are receiving the originals. 

The petition is inspired by the Invenergy project. Fountain Point, but applies to additional 
proposals as well.

We gathered 219 signatures from around the county, including 20 or so from children and youth. 
Since this is not a legal document, we invited young people to participate in the petition drive, as 
it is their future which is most at stake.

n-

We submit these so that as you consider the proposed installations you will know that there is 
widespread support by Logan County residents for large solar arrays. Many of us believe 
renewable energy sources are crucial for preventing catastrophic changes in our climate, health, 
and way of life. We also believe Logan County will benefit greatly from the proposed income 
from these projects.

Many thanks for your <^nsideration of this important topic,

Karla Kauffman
Logan County resident

< I f> This is to certify that the images 
appearing are an accurate and 
complete reproduction of a case file 
document delivered in the regular 
course of business.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will probably affect around 6% of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar array 
will be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.gov). Multiplied by 3 for the 
three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
• Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed 

solar panels will probably affect around 6% of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar array 
will be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.gov). Multiplied by 3 for the 
three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to ch^se this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will only affect around jW&ferifcofctaLof Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar 
array would be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.gQv). Multiplied by 3 for 
the three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
1 strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will only affect around omrhalf of ofTogan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar 
array would be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda-gov). Multiplied by 3 for 
the three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

»The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will only affect around-eaeJae*f-of l^of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar 
array would be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.aov). Multiplied by 3 for 
the three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
• Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will only affect around ^afe&fafefcSfcBf Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar 
array would be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.gov). Multiplied by 3 for 
the three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,CXX) acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will only affect around cjiii/iluU^r ftcof Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar 
array would be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.gov). Multiplied by 3 for 
the three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will probably affect around 6% of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar array 
will be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.gov). Multiplied by 3 for the 
three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond: \/
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
“ Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed 

solar panels will only affect around onerfialfof 196 of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar 
array would be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 fwww.nass.usda.gov). Multiplied by 3 for 
the three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County wilt help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be In place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will probably affect around 6% of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar array 
will be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.govL Multiplied by 3 for the 
three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

t ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will probably affect around 6% of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar array 
will be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 {www.nass.usda.gov). Multiplied by 3 for the 
three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to Install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy Infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will probably affect around 6% of Logan Count/s agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar array 
will be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.gQv). Multiplied by 3 for the 
three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will probably affect around 6% of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar array 
will be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 f www.nass.usda.Rov). Multiplied by 3 for the 
three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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To Logan County Commissioners:
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar arrays 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose t^is avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will only affect around one half of Logan County's agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar 
array would be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.govl. Multiplied by 3 for 
the three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.

Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several countries and 
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.

I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the rrndst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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Solar in Logan County - Yes!
To Logan County Commissioners;
I strongly affirm increasing renewable energy infrastructure in Logan County. The current possibility of solar an 
on land leased by local landowners will offer many benefits to Logan County and beyond:
- Local schools and community organizations will receive a significant financial windfall.
- Farming families will have the freedom to choose this avenue to receive steady income while protecting their soil. The proposed

solar panels will probably affect around 6% of Logan County’s agricultural acreage. The proposed Fountain Point solar

Address/Township
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array
will be fewer than 4,000 acres of the 211,281 Logan County farm acres in 2017 (www.nass.usda.qov). Multiplied by 3 for the 
three proposed county solar projects, the county total may be around 12,000 acres.

- The depleted soil will have 45 years to be rejuvenated, safely feed pollinators and wildlife, and be ready to produce again.
- Logan County will help provide electricity for the increasing demand around the world, without neighbors experiencing the 
damaging

side effects that coal mining, oil and gas drilling and nuclear energy produce.
Solar technology continues to become more efficient and creative. Recycling of solar panels is being developed in several 
countries and
will be in place by 2067, around the end of the proposed 45-year leases.
I ask Logan County leaders to support sustainable infrastructure which protects us locally, and life around the world in the midst of 
changes to the climate. Please approve proposals to install solar arrays in Logan County. Thank you.
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